
WATOTO ARE TOMORROW FREE LAPTOPS/ PC DONATION 
    FROM LABDOO REPORT

ACTIVITY: Watoto Are Tomorrow laptops request.

OBJECTIVE:

- To keep refugee children learn.
- To provide refugee children with computer skills and school courses like English that helps them to 
transition into formal education at school.

CARRIED OUT BY: Labdoo. Org

NUMBER OF LAPTOPS/ PC DONATED: 3

DATE: 28th September 2021

Laptops/ PC donation procedure.

In brief,  Watoto Are Tomorrow laptops/ PC donation was given  from  the Labdoo. Org which is a 
NPO that focused on bringing laptops/ PCs to schools around the globe that include open sources 
education software to help educate children.
 tablets and connectivity so that they may be engaged to digital divide and be able to develop digital 
skill.
  
Watoto Are Tomorrow team knew Labdoo through one of their refugee friend who shared with them 
about the great work done by Labdoo around the world, hereafter we contacted  Labdoo. Org team 
through the online platform and shared with them challenges so far identified since refugee children are
deprive from quality education. 
The Labdoo team sent to us some requirement and asked for some document of recognition as a 
project that operate and excite, where by we had practical solutions towards the end of the 
conversation.

The Labdoo. Org team then illustrated more techniques on collaborating  with volunteer travelers 
who can help to transport laptops from Germany to Nakivale refugee settlement Uganda by ensuring 



Watoto Are Tomorrow learners has access to digital divides that will be used to teach them computer 
kills, school courses and provide access to education at school projects.

April. 2021 Watoto Are Tomorrow hub learning space

WHAT WE DO

Watoto Are Tomorrow is a social enterprise that empower refugee children aged 3 to 18 years old
living in Uganda who don’t access school due to language barrier since most of them are coming from
non English speaking countries with an engaging, Fun, Innovative digital English training through the
usage of centered learned approach  method focusing on students, instead of the teacher. 

The program enable our learners access laptops, Tablets, and comic books that help them to be creative
and easily catch up with lessons in  a period of three month as we connect  them to school in  our
network. It also help them learning on their own in order to create independent responsible learners for
the future. 
In addition they develop a wide range of skills that can be applied at home, at school, and In their
future career, Classic teachers don’t exist, Didactic support comes from called facilitators.

PURPOSE

As we believe that every child yearns to learn and that no child should be left behind, Watoto Are
Tomorrow strive to see a world where refugee children can easily communicate and be heard.



Nakivale refugee settlement,(WAT) learning space

APPRECIATION AND CONCLUSION

Watoto  Are  Tomorrow  team  take  this  opportunity  to  highly  thanks  Labdoo.  Org  for  their
humanitarian net work to bring education around the world through the support of laptops together with
education software and also as their helping solve the global educational deficit by working with the
most marginalized communities to bridge the digital divide

We have seen the importance of your solution in our community, since most refugee children did not
have access to school and quality educational software in Nakivale refugee settlement. Your positive
impact has  enable our children learners to be creative by visiting educational sites on the internet and
boost their ability of learning new things as they will be able to rejoin school when the lock done is
eased.   

                                                      Bags distribution happening on 28th September 21/ Nakivale


